Sleeping in temples is the fourth book by the Edinburghbased pianist and author Susan Tomes. The book is drawn from the author's memories, experiences and thoughts about the music she has been intensely and sincerely committed to as a pianist performing at the highest international standard for many years. Tomes describes the book as being about the music she loves: throughout, this is underpinned by the way she describes the rewards and challenges of being a classical pianist performing 'longform' music in an age that perpetuates the instantaneous and immediate. The book is refreshing in its willingness to cut across fashionable ideologies (the visual aspect of classical performance is given a dressing-down on more than one occasion), as is Tomes's willingness to articulate her thoughts about music through her lived experience, as opposed to academic discourse.
There is a clarity and directness to this book that opens it to music lovers and makes it useful for performers. The writing is full of vivid anecdotes and Tomes proves herself to be a master storyteller throughout. Tomes introduces the book by saying that 'being a classical musician is something that mystifies people… including the musicians themselves… I often find it helps me if I attempt to explain it to myself ' (p.x). In these explanations I found there to be rich musings about the ontology of music, the chapter titled 'Play the contents, not the container' gives an outstanding demonstration of how performance can inform scholarship.
I also found that at all points there was a symbiosis between the way Tomes aspires to communicate as a performer and the way she communicates as a writer, a quality that should be valued in autoethnographic writing. Music students and graduates will take comfort from hearing about the amount of work Tomes has invested at all points in her life, and how as a child the desire to play music caught on strong and hard. They will also be comforted by
Tomes not pretending that embarking on a career in classical music today, when the standard is so high, is an easy thing.
To Tomes, the 'great works' of Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert et al. are like 'temples'. Only by way of summary at the end of the book does Tomes tell us that the ancient Greeks used to sleep in temples to help them conjure dreams that might offer a perspective on woken reality.
Tomes's thesis is that long-form classical music is an art that speaks to us about change and transformation. 
